Conscious Dog Training
Pricing and Training options
……………………………………………………………………………
PRIVATE TRAINING
For private in-home lessons, the first session is 90 minutes.
We will begin working with you and your dog(s) to ensure that you guys are a team learning together!
We’ll go over the basics, cover the game plan, and we begin training that same day. Follow up sessions
are typically 60-75 minutes, depending on your dog and how long he/she can work :) You will also receive
homework as additional assistance to keep reinforcing the desired behaviors between lessons. Our goal
is to help coach you so that you can train your current dog, and also leave you with the skills and
knowledge to train every dog that you may have in the future as well. We also offer packages to get
multiple sessions at a discounted rate!
Puppies under the age of 20 weeks:
$160/session
Package of 3: $465
Package of 5: $760
Package of 7: $1040
Package of 10: $1440
Dogs over the age of 20 weeks:
$200/session
Package of 3: $582
Package of 5: $950
Package of 7: $1300
Package of 10: $1800
$250/session for Behavior Modification (aggression, separation anxiety, resource guarding,
reactivity, etc)
Package of 3: $725
Package of 5: $1187
Package of 7: $1628
Package of 10: $2250

**There is a $25-$40 travel fee depending on your location. (This is for distances over 25 miles )
**We include the aggression and behavior modification pricing so that there aren't any surprises if your
goals (now or later) include behavior modification/aggression rehabilitation. If not, then please disregard.
Reactive displays are also considered behavior modification.

VIRTUAL TRAINING SESSIONS
*Virtual sessions are $125-$200 per hour and can be done over Zoom, Facetime, or Facebook
messenger Video, and function exactly the same as our in person training just with a screen
between us. We can even demonstrate each exercise with our dogs so you know EXACTLY what
to do and what it should look like. Virtual sessions are typically more productive as we are able to
not only demonstrate but also coach you through with your dog, while keeping triggers and stress
very low. It is also a wonderful option for dogs displaying aggressive behaviors so we can
address management strategies and create a training plan prior to meeting in person. Virtual
sessions are lovely options for clients that are out of state. Jennifer Burns M.A., CBCC-KA,
CPDT-KA has successfully been doing virtual sessions since 2016.

DAY TRAINING PACKAGES
Day training is when a trainer comes to your home when you are not there or unavailable and will train
your puppy. Day training is typically completed 2-3x per week and includes private training sessions. They
are sold in packs of 10 as the focus is on frequency and consistency. The difference between private
training and day training is that private training focuses on training YOU how to train your dog and they
are typically scheduled less often. Day training is scheduled more often and is focused on training your
dog FIRST and then transferring the skills over to you. In the meantime, you receive homework as well as
access to our online Puppies in the Wild course so that you are set up for success for the duration of your
training. You will have access to the course for NINE MONTHS! The course also includes professional
coaching in the private coaching group on Facebook so you will receive unlimited access to professional
dog trainers.
Day Training typically includes 10 sessions as well as 9 months of access to the Puppies in the
Wild Course. Packages are typically broken down into 8 day training sessions and 2 private
training sessions during which the new skills are transferred to the parent.
Puppies under the age of 20 weeks: 1899
Dogs over the age of 20 week: $2299
Dogs requiring Behavior Modification (aggression, separation anxiety, resource guarding,
reactivity, etc): 2749

BOARD AND TRAIN PRICING
For Puppies and Basic Obedience
$200/day
The minimum stay is 7 days but we can accommodate any length of time. For stays longer than 3
weeks, please contact us as you will receive custom pricing.
SPECIAL SUMMER PRICING

$3,675 for 3 weeks including 2 private training sessions and lifetime access to the Puppies in the
Wild Course ( over $1274 savings)
During the board and train, your dog will be in a loving home environment where they will receive positive,
consistent, intensive training that includes multiple mini-training sessions throughout each day. These
sessions will be tailored to your individual goals for your dog. A free private training lesson is included at
pick up and an additional in-home lesson is included for every 7 days that your dog stays ($320+ value).
A minimum stay of 7 days is required for all first-time clients. We work on a variety of issues during board
and train, and it is a great fit for many dogs and puppies, but please understand that not every client is a
fit for our board and train program.
During a board and train, you will receive daily pictures as well bi-weekly updates with videos and
instructions on how YOU can train your dog at home. You will also receive lifetime access to training
videos of your dog that are customized for you and a follow-up email with instructions to make sure you
are fully equipped to set your dog up for success when your dog comes home. Daily training sessions are
a must to make sure your dog transfers his/her new skills to your home following the board and train. Our
goal is to train both YOU and your dog to make sure everyone is set up for success.

All NEW clients must complete a private training lesson or a meet and greet over the phone prior to the
start of the board and train to make sure your dog is a good fit.
*Additional dogs within the same household will receive a 10% discount for the second dog when doing a
board and train with the same trainer.
**Behavior modification is an additional $25 fee per day of board and train
***Your follow-up private in-home session MUST be completed within 72 hours of completing the
board and train.

Puppies in the Wild: A Real Life Journey
(virtual puppy school)
$749:The one-time fee provides lifetime access to our online course in addition to 9 months of access to
the private coaching group where we host weekly live sessions and coach you through your journey.
$59.99/month: The monthly subscription option provides access to both the course and the private
coaching group for the duration of enrollment.
The Puppies in the WIld Course is designed to allow you to work at your own pace and on your own time
but with all of the information that you will need for the entire life of your dog. It provides access to a
thorough and custom created puppy raising and training course as well as a private Facebook group
where you receive INDIVIDUALIZED coaching. You will receive live video lessons, interactive homework,
pre-recorded lessons, handouts, a place to be supported, and you will receive access to professional dog
trainers so that you can post your own videos and receive professional feedback to make sure you are
performing the exercises correctly. We are there to support you every step of the way and most of all so
in addition to being a part of a like-minded community of other puppy parents, you will also be able to
have a SINGLE place for all of your questions. The course includes over 157 lessons and over 200

pieces of content broken down into mini exercises that are clear and fun and come with instructions on
how to seamlessly fit them into your everyday life. Our goal is to help you and your puppy learn
EVERYTHING that we would teach in over 16 weeks of a board and train and 40 private lessons but in
the comfort of your own home. You will be set up for success from the minute that you enroll in the
course. Puppies in the Wild is so comprehensive that it can serve as the only resource that you will need
for the lifetime of your puppy. Think of Puppies in the Wild as your single most important resource that
can provide you with a lifetime of reinforcement and information for you and your puppy.

